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LAB ONE is a safe and effective solution
that fulfils your potential on the way to

a better life and freedom today and tomorrow.

For us, the people are what really counts. It’s the people we care about, they 
co-create LAB ONE. Thanks to them we constantly develop the company and 
gain new experiences that are later exploited to help our partners in develop-
ment, offering them support at each stage of their road to success.

Quality is our priority – both in terms of customer relationships and products 
offered. Every day we strive to make our cosmetics and supplements meet the 
needs of even the most demanding customers. Thanks to the knowledge and 
experience of our experts we manage to achieve it!
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OUR VALUES

The values that guide us in ONE LAB:

Health - the value of N ° 1, without 
which everything else is meaningless

Community - in which everyone
is important

Independence - which gives you
freedom to choose

Beauty - as a value in human life and the 
surrounding world

Safety - confidence and serenity
every day

Trust - as a basis for building
relationships

Personal development - providing the possi-
bility of self-fulfilment and self-realisation

Freedom - that allows you
to enjoy life

Money – required to secure yours
and your loved ones’ future

People – who share your joy in 
moments of happiness and support 

you in difficult times
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BELIEVE IN YOUR DREAMS AND 
START REALISING THEM TODAY!

YOUR ROAD TO SUCCESS

Do you dream of your own business, financial independence and a work, which, 
in addition to large profits, will give you great development opportunities and 
a lot of satisfaction? Do you desire to take matters into your own hands and 
manage your own career path in order to achieve your goals? Or maybe you 
just want an easy way to earn extra money without having to invest large funds? 
No matter what your goals are, we can help you achieve them. Joining LAB 
ONE, you become a part of the team; hence you can count on our support and 
assistance from the very beginning of building your own business.

If your priorities are HEALTH, SAFETY, PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, 
INDEPENDENCE AND FREEDOM, you are invited to LAB ONE. We have 
common values; together we can achieve unachievable!

We wish you success and promise to support you, when you will be achieving 
your goals!

LAB ONE team
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How it works?

LAB ONE is a brand of exclusive cosmetics and wellness products available 
in recommendation model. It means that in order to have the opportunity to 
purchase them, you have to know a person, who is already a part of the LAB 
ONE team and will introduce you to the exclusive world of our products.

Once you become a part of our team, you can buy LAB ONE 
products at attractive prices. As a result, you can convince 
yourself of their high quality as well as expand your knowledge 
about them. It is the first step to success, which is easier to 
achieve, if you are familiar with products you recommend and 
you believe what you do – spread effective solutions, which 
enhance care about health and beauty.

How many times did you recommend a product or service, 
because you had been so satisfied with its quality that you had 
to share it? And what would be your bank account balance, if 
you profited from each recommendation?

In LAB ONE you have such the opportunity – you benefit each 
time, when your acquaintance buys a product you referred.

Use LAB ONE products

Recommend them to your friends

3 STEPS TO SUCCESS

1
2

Step 1

Step 2
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Do you want to earn more, develop, realise ambitious goals, 
gain financial independence and achieve success? Establish 
your own company! How? Join LAB ONE, recommend prod-
ucts, and invite acquaintances so that they follow your path. 
As a result, you will receive extra bonuses and commissions, 
which will enhance your profits.

Discounts on innovative LAB ONE products

High bonuses and commissions

Unlimited financial and personal 
development opportunities

Financial independence

Opportunity to build your own 
business without large investments

Support in realising your goals

A community of people,  who support and 
help each other, pursuing common dreams

Opportunity to be your own boss

Become a LAB ONE partner

3
Step 3

1

2

4

6

3

5

7

8

What is ensured by working
with LAB ONE?
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At first, before you will find out what 
opportunities are offered by LAB 

ONE, learn a few basic expressions 
and phrases, which will help you in 
understanding the Marketing Plan.

ACCOUNT REGISTRATION
In order to fully benefit from opportunities 
offered by LAB ONE, it is necessary to create 
an account on www.lab1.com. webpage. To 
that end, you should enter personal data of 
a person, who invited you to our community. 
If you do not have such a person, contact us. 
We will walk you through the registration 
process and assign you a business 
partner, who will help you in development.

Account registration consists in filling the 
form and purchasing one of two starter kits.
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DELIVERY OF ORDERED PRODUCTS

STARTER KITS

Each purchased starter kit or product will be 
delivered to the given address. Each product 
bought in our online store by your customer, 
will be sent by us to the given address. Delivery 
fee will appear during the order placement; 
it depends on the country of delivery. Thanks 
to the cooperation with the best courier 
companies, you are able to track the status of 
your consignment. Worldwide, shipment can 
take between 3 and 14 workdays.

Starter kit is a pack of LAB ONE products and 
marketing resources, a purchase of which 
guarantee you status of a LAB ONE Business 
Partner.

The purchase of a starter kit is one of the steps 
of the registration process. Once the form is 
filled with your personal data, the system will 
forward you to the store in order to select one 
of two available kits.

Starter kits, as well as other LAB ONE 
products, have their unique point value.

STANDARD KIT BUSINESS KIT
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BUSINESS ACCOUNT

RETAIL CUSTOMER

PREMIUM CLIENT

LAB ONE PARTNER

LEADER

As a rightful LAB ONE Partner you get access 
to your own business account, where you can 
track activity of people from your group.

A person placing an order in the online store 
of a registered Partner or Premium Client. 
Retail Customer purchases products at list 
prices.

A client, who signed up and committed 
a single purchase for at least 250 PV. A 
purchase for 250 PV entitles to buy products 
for lower prices, and regular shopping allows 
to collect loyalty program points.

A person, who created an account and 
committed a purchase of one of two starter 
kits. As a partner you are allowed to buy at 
lowest possible prices and you have the right 
to exchange collected points for real money.

A person, who achieved rank of Partner or 
higher in the marketing plan.
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BILLING CYCLE

LIST PRICE

PARTNER PRICE

SHOPPING ACTIVITY
PERSONAL ACTIVITY
PERSONAL PURCHASE

An amount of time, in accordance to which 
all bonuses and commissions for purchases 
made during this period are settled.

The billing cycle begins on the first day of the 
month at 00:00 and ends on the last day of the 
month at 23:59, for example from 1.08.2016 
at 00:00:01 to 31.08.2016 at 23:59:59

Price of product that applies for Retail 
Customers.

Price of product that applies for Premium 
Clients and Partners. The Partner Price 
is reduced by 30-40% in relation to the list 
price.

You can buy any LAB ONE products any 
time, however the condition to withdraw 
your commission in a given billing cycle 
consists in fulfilling Personal Activity, that 
is, committing a purchase for at least 250 PV.

Personal Activity consists in one purchase in 
a single billing cycle for at least 250 PV. In 
case you will not meet condition of Personal 
Activity in a given billing cycle, you will not 
have a right to withdraw your commission 
for that cycle.
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GENERATION 0

GENERATION I

GENERATION II

GENERATION III

GENERATION IV

GENERATION V

Contains all Retail Customers, who buy 
in your online store, all people registered 
as Premium Clients enrolled through 
your direct recommendation as well as 
all Premium Clients, who buy from their 
recommendation to the point of encountering 
the Partner. The Partner situated downwards 
the line of customer referrals limits your 
Generation 0.

Each Partner enrolled through your direct 
recommendation.

Each Partner enrolled through Partners from 
your direct recommendation.

Each Partner enrolled through Partners from 
your Generation II.

Each Partner enrolled through Partners from 
your Generation III

Each Partner enrolled through Partners from 
your Generation IV.
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FIRST LINE OF 
RECOMMENDATIONS

ANNUAL FEE

PARTNER ONLINE STORE

People (Partners, Premium Clients, Retail 
Customers), who have registered accounts 
through your recommendation, meaning 
they have entered your login or ID as a 
referral during registration, as well as Retail 
Customers, who have not created accounts, 
yet they make purchases in your online store.

Annual fee amounts to € 33 gross and is 
settled by each Partner in exchange for 
access to the LAB ONE IT system and 
business tools. You will be asked to make 
your first payment in the 13th month from 
your registration.

Online shop at YOURNAME.lab1.com, where 
you can sell LAB ONE products. For each 
sale made in the store you receive points or 
commission.

AUTOSHIP
AUTOSHIPMENT
PRODUCT SUBSCRIPTION
Specially defined shopping basket dispatched 
on the 5th, 11th or 19th day of each month to 
the subscriber’s address.
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LEADER STRUCTURE

RANKS

GRACE PERIOD

QUALIFICATION

A Partner Structure built by you, people you 
invite and following people in double and 
triple matrix (depending on the position). 
In accordance to the Leader Structure, the 
following bonuses are settled: Management 
Bonus, Compensatory Bonus, Dynamic 
Bonus, Mentoring Bonus, Global Bonus, and 
Car Program Bonus.

Pay Rank - rank, according to which 
commission in given month is settled.
 

Personal Rank – the highest rank achieved 
so far.

A period, within which you have not met 
qualifications for the Pay Rank, and the 
commission will be settled in accordance with 
its marketing plan.

Set of rules, fulfilment of which guarantees you 
promotion or withdrawal of a given bonus.
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How to join LAB ONE?
You can become a part of LAB ONE in one of two ways. It is up to you, which 
way you will choose and how you will guide your career path. Discover two 
cooperation models and select the one that suits you best!

Models of cooperation with LAB ONE:
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PREMIUM CLIENT PROGRAM
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For our regular customers we have created the Premium Client program. It 
gives the opportunity to obtain high discounts and to collect points, which you 
can later exchange for discounts on your future orders.

Becoming a Premium Client:

To preserve the privileges applied to Premium Clients, you should:

You can make a purchase in two ways:

Remember!

Register an account on www.lab1.com 
as a Premium Client.

Make a purchase of a value of at least 250 PV.

Once every three month make a purchase of a minimum value of 250 PV.

Example: In case, in month X, you have made a purchase for at least 250 PV 
and hence you have met the condition of your personal activity, your next 
‘upholding’ purchase should be made in the month X+3, that is 3 months 
from your last purchase.

Standard purchase - order products and pay for them (bank transfer, cash 
on delivery).

Exchange of points  – exchange points collected on your account for a 
discount (you can receive up to 90% discount, the difference can be settled 
through a bank transfer or a card)

Each product of LAB ONE, apart from list price, has also an assigned point 
value. It can amount to between 70% and 100% of the net partner price. In 
order to join the program as a Premium Client, it is necessary to purchase 
products of a total point value of at least 250 PV.

How to start?
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PREMIUM CLIENT – your benefits:

Joining LAB ONE as a Premium Client provides
you with following benefits:

You get a shopping discount – up to 40%

What does your discount depend on?
As a Premium Client, you have the opportunity to make use of the lowest 
prices we offer. To use the discounts, create an account as a Premium Client. 
By preserving your quarterly activity, you maintain a privilege of buying 
with discount every time. Its size for each product is determined by the 
LAB ONE company. The lowest amounts to 30%, whereas the highest – to 
40%.

Example: The price of a cream Hydration Day for a Retail Customer is € 
93. You benefit from the discount, which in that case amounts to 40%. As a 
result you pay for the cream only 53 EUR instead of 93 EUR.

Make use of the Retail Bonus and Cash Back

What are Retail Bonus and Cash Back?
Retail Bonus and Cash Back are bonuses each Premium Client 
is entitled to.
You receive Cash Back for every personal purchase or recommendation, 
that is purchase of your acquaintances (Retail Customers and Premium 
Clients), who have bought LAB ONE products through your direct recom-
mendation as well as your online store. The bonus is awarded in the form 
of loyalty points, which can be used during next shopping to lower product 
price by up to 90%.

Cash Back amounts to 10% of point value of products bought. The initial 
value has been determined individually for each product and appears in 
LAB ONE store once logged in into user’s account.

Retail Bonus is granted in the form of loyalty points for each purchase of 
your Retail Customer, that is a purchase for list price.

Retail Bonus amounts to between 30% and 40% of a product net value.
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Use LAB ONE products for only 10% of their value, thanks to collecting 
loyalty points.

When will you pay 10% of a product value?
At each product purchase you receive loyalty points, which you can 
exchange for discounts on your next shopping, hence lower the product 
price by up to 90%!

Example: Let’s assume that you have collected 600 PV on your account. 
You want to order another product or products, which together cost € 113. 
Maximum discount is 90%; thus the size of your discount is € 102. Each 
1 PV collected on your account equals to € 0,2 , so 600 PV = € 120.

Because you already have 600 PV on your account, you can get the 
highest discount; hence you pay for products 510 PV (€ 102) from your 
Wallet, which are settled from your account, and € 11, what amounts to 
10% of the value of your order.

Order € 113 = € 102 (from Virtual Wallet) + € 11

On your account still remains € 7.

Example: Your acquaintance buys through your recommendation a LAB 
ONE product, which price amounts to € 93 gross (€ 75,61 net), the point 
value is higher than 250 PV, and the discount (Retail Bonus) is 40%.

For the purchase you receive a Cash Back of 25 PV (250 PV x 10% = 25 PV) 
as well as a Retail Bonus of 30,24 PV (€ 75,61 x 40% = € 30,24 = 30,24 PV).

Together you get 55,24 points, which you can use to lower the price of 
your favourite LAB ONE product at your next shopping. 
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What is it and how it works?

As a Premium Client, you have the opportunity to make use of the Autoship, 
that is product subscription. It consists in defining a shopping basket, which 
is dispatched to you on a selected day of each month. The fee is automatically 
charged from your card.

What should you know?

Along with each subscription 
package, you will receive a 
FREE gift!

You can define any amount for Autoship orders, which will result from the 
products ordered by you.

You can pick one of three Autoship dispatch dates: the 5th, 11th or 19th 
day of each month.

If you want your Autoship to be sent on each 5th day of a month, you should 
register your Autoship at least on the 4th day of that month before 
midnight.

On a shipment day, e.g. the 5th, to the provided email address, you will 
receive a link to settle the payment.

PREMIUM CLIENT Autoship
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Remember!

In order to preserve PREMIUM CLIENT privileges, once every three months 
make a purchase of a value of at least 250 PV.

You can use LAB ONE products paying for them only 10% of their price. 
The rest is settled with points collected on your account.

To each order, delivery cost will be added.

Cash Back points are 10% of the point value of your order as well as orders 
of your Retail Customers and members registered as Premium Clients 
through your direct recommendation.

Retail Bonus is a bonus in the form of loyalty points, which you receive 
for each purchase at list prices made by Retail Customers in your online 
store. It amounts to from 30% to 40% of the product net value. In other 
words, it is the difference between list price and partner price diminished 
by VAT (23% for cosmetics, 8% for dietary supplements).

Your points, collected on the user account, have expiry dates. They should 
be used within three months from the moment of granting. Points unused 
within three months will be forfeited.

Cash Back and Retail Bonus are granted only for the first line of recom-
mendation.

It is not possible to exchange points for discount by making an order lower 
than 250 PV.

You cannot exchange points for money.

If, for any reason, you or your client returned any of purchased products, 
points for that order will not be awarded.

Points are awarded at the end of each billing cycle.

You can use points collected on your account by making a purchase for at 
least 250 PV.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12

10

11

8

9
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BECOME A PARTER OF LAB ONE
In LAB ONE, we provide you with SAFETY and STABILITY, 
which will give you passive and stable income from 5 gen-
erations as well as DYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT thanks to high 
bonuses.
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Cooperation with LAB ONE as a Partner gives you the opportunity to earn from 
sales and recommending LAB ONE products. It is also a possibility to profit 
from sales of teams you create. Thanks to cooperation with us, you built your 
own business – you get from us everything you need to achieve personal 
success.

To achieve LAB ONE Partner status:

How to start?

Purchase one of two starter kits 
activating your business:2

Register an account as a partner 
on the www.lab1.com website.1

REMEMBER!

As a Retail Customer or Premium Client, you cannot buy a Starter Kit, if your 
status has not changed to LAB ONE Partner yet. Buying this kit is only possible 
when becoming a member as a Partner. 

STANDARD Kit BUSINESS Kit
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STANDARD KIT € 150 gross
250 PV

Contains: full-value products, a set of samples, 
a set of marketing-promotional resources, 
and annual fee for the business account.

Detailed information can be found on 
www.system.lab1.com

BUSINESS KIT € 250 gross
250 PV

Contains: four full-value products, a set of 
samples, a set of marketing-promotional 
resources, and annual fee for the business 
account.

Detailed information can be found on 
www.system.lab1.com

STANDARD

BIZNES

Starter Kits – how do they differ?

What to choose?
 

As a LAB ONE Partner you have the privilege of receiving special bonuses for 
your own promotion (Dynamic Bonus) or promotion of your Partners (Mentoring 
Bonus). The Value of each depends on the selected Starter Kit. Business Kit 
ensures significantly larger profits, namely Dynamic Bonus is twice as big as in 
case of purchasing Standard Kit.

REMEMBER!
 

From the moment of buying the kit, you have 90 days to change it, unless you 
achieve a Team Partner position earlier. If you become a Team Partner, you 
cannot change your kit anymore.
Change of a kit = purchase of a new Business Kit for € 250 gross

Example: Let’s assume that in the month X you activated your Partner account 
by purchasing a Standard Kit. In the month X+2 you had not yet achieved a 
Team Partner and you decided that you want to change your kit. To do that, you 
should buy a new Business Kit in the online store. The Standard Kit you have 
bought beforehand cannot be returned/exchanged.
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Remember that we realise international orders as well, providing you with 
unlimited opportunities of business development – you can sell all over the 
world!

LAB ONE PARTNER – your benefits.

As a LAB ONE Partner you receive
our support in the form of:

Periodically organised training, which helps you develop your business, 
communication, marketing and management competencies.

Your own online store, which you can promote among your friends and, as 
a result, make money.

Professional logistic support – we will take care of delivery of all orders 
placed in your shop, customer service, and storage of your products.

Marketing tools for simple and effective online promotion, 
e.g. in social media.

Personal Advisor – your career in LAB ONE is supported by a person, who 
recommended you collaboration with us or his person’s mentor.

Partner support offices – we are at your disposal at (+48) 22 188 19 14. In 
case of any questions, just give us a call.

Prestigious car program “A car with LAB ONE”, thanks to which you have 
the opportunity to purchase a new car.
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Once registered, you will receive from us everything you need to develop your 
own business. To help you reach as many people as possible, what is a guarantee 
of high income, we have prepared a Business Account for you. As a result, you 
have access to the LAB ONE internet platform; along with it you get tools to 
build, track and promote your business, among others:

Remember!

Purchase of a Starter Kit, that is making your first purchase, meets the condition 
of shopping activity for the first billing cycle.

Shopping activity is, in other words, your own orders made in your online store. 
Remember that in order to obtain any bonuses, you have to maintain your 
shopping activity at the level of 250 PV once a month, that is place an order for 
at least 250 PV.

In LAB ONE 1 calendar month = 1 billing cycle

Business account

Shopping activity

Your own internet store in the company domain.

Tools to report and analyse sales and recruitment.

CRM to manage your referrals structure.

Tools to promote LAB ONE business in social media and other places on 
the Internet.

Referral link to invite new prospective LAB ONE Partners.
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Changing your Starter Kit after 16 days of a given month, fulfils shopping activity 
for the next billing cycle.

Lack of shopping activity in a given month results in not crediting points, which 
have been accumulated on your account during that month; it means that you 
will not be entitled to withdraw your commission.

You can do your shopping activity by using PV points accumulated on your 
account; pay for your order 90% in points and only 10% in money.

Absence of shopping activity during 3 consecutive billing cycles results in 
demotion to Premium Client, without losing place in the matrix.

Absence of activity during 3 consecutive billing cycles from the moment of 
demotion to Premium Client, results in exclusion from the matrix.

IMPORTANT!

The place in the matrix, which was occupied by you, will be locked. Neither you 
nor any other person will take that place. If you would like to unlock access 
to your account, you will have to purchase one of Starter Packages one more 
time.

At the moment of re-purchasing a Starter Package, you go through the process 
once again, i.e. you get to the waiting room and your Sponsor has to find you 
a new place in the matrix. You have no possibility to return to your previous 
position in the matrix.
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By joining LAB ONE as a Partner you have the opportunity to develop your 
business every month. By achieving new leader ranks, you get the opportunity 
to increase your income.

Find out, what point turnover you have to achieve, in order to be qualified to 
a given rank:

When you get promoted to a given rank for the first time during your collaboration 
with LAB ONE, it becomes your ‘so called’ Personal Rank. Your bonuses are 
credited in accordance to this very rank, thus it is your Pay Rank as well. You have 
specific time to renew your qualification for that rank (or achieve a higher one), so 
that bonuses can be settled in accordance with that rank. If you do not make it, that 
rank will remain your Personal Rank, whereas your Pay Rank will be changed to 
the one you will be qualified to (one of lower ranks).

However, if within following 3 months you will not renew qualification to your 
Personal Rank, your Personal Rank will be demoted to the level of the Pay Rank.

We know that you can be a great salesman; hence, to achieve a leader rank 
(Partner or higher), we require only meeting the condition of Point Turnover!

Point turnover

Pay Rank vs Personal Rank

Example: If, in month X you were promoted to a Regional Director position, no 
later than in month X+2 you have to renew this qualification (or be promoted 
higher). If, in month X+2 your results qualify you only to the rank of Director, 
your Personal Rank is Regional Director, whereas your Pay Rank (in accordance 
to which your payment is calculated) is Director.

Associate

0 6 0001 500 15 000 30 000 50 000 75 000 100 000 150 000 300 000 500 000 1 000 000 1 500 000 2 000 000 3 000 000 5 000 000

Monthly 
amount 
of PV in 

organisation

Partner DirectorManagerTeam
Partner

International
Director

National
Director

Regional
Director

Presidential
Director

General
Director

Ambassador Ambassador 
*

Royal
Ambassador

Ambassador
***

Ambassador
**

Global
Ambassador
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REMEMBER!

Qualification conditions for each rank are verified at the end of each 
billing cycle.

Qualifying for specified rank causes that your salary is settled in accordance 
with that rank’s criteria in a given month.

You are entitled to a one month grace period. It means that in the month 
after you achieve the Pay Rank, your salary will be paid in accordance with 
that level, even if you have not met the turnover conditions. 

No later than after the monthly grace period, you have to renew your 
qualification for that rank (or achieve a higher one), to have your bonuses 
settled according to that rank.

In order to maintain your Pay Rank, you have to meet its qualification 
requirements at least once every 2 months.

In order to maintain your Personal Rank, you have to meet its qualification 
requirements at least once every 4 months. Otherwise, your Personal 
Rank will be demoted to the level of your Pay Rank.

The condition to achieve the Pay Rank consists in accomplishing the Point 
Turnover calculated based on matrix structures in accordance with the 
principle of qualification max. 60% from the stronger ‘leg’. It means that, 
from the stronger ‘leg’, max 60% of the turnover will qualify you to promotion.
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What is it?

Every Partner registered through you gets to the Waiting Room in the first 
place. You have 90 days to get him out of the Waiting Room and place him in a 
selected place in the matrix.

Thanks to the Waiting Room, you gain following profits:

What else should you know?

WAITING ROOM

You have real control over building even incomes in all 2 (and later 3) ‘legs’.

From the level of Team Partner, you have to start filling your matrix.

Maximal period, for which a registered Partner can stay in the Waiting 
Room is 90 days from the date of registration.

On the 91st day the system will automatically transfer the Partner from 
the Waiting Room to the first free space in the matrix (your Leader 
Structure), filling the matrix tightly from left to right. To avoid randomness, 
it is important for you to properly manage your team.

Each Partner, who stays in the Waiting Room, can build his own structures 
in exactly the same way as you do and is entitled to Marketing Plan bonuses.

You cannot cancel automatic system choice, which takes place on the 91st day.

You can develop your own strategy to achieve the highest positions, 
building stable and strong organisation.

You can enhance promotion of your Leaders, assigning them someone 
from the Waiting Room.

You can single out your Leaders and committed Partners, avoiding 
random business management.

You can arrange motivational contests.

1

6

7

8

10

9

3

2

4

5

Remember!  Your Partner’s turnover, while he is still in the Waiting Room, will 
not be credited to your Leader Structure Point Turnover.
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THE MATRIX

As a Partner, Team Partner and Manager, you build a structure in a double 
matrix, creating teams, which help you and whom you help quickly develop 
and get promoted..

From the Director position a third direct ‘leg’ opens. The highest leader 
positions of the marketing plan can be achieved by building a structure 
based on three ‘legs’.

Retail Customers and Premium Clients are not to be placed in the matrix.

The whole turnover of your Retail Customers and Premium Clients, the 
turnover of their clients and your personal purchase are points accumulated 
in so-called Generation 0.

Points from Generation 0 are counted as your Personal Turnover in the 
Point Turnover of your structure (matrix).

Turnovers of your clients and their clients are included to your Personal 
Turnover, to the point of encountering the Partner in a vertical line.

Manager

Double matrix 
(to the Manager level)

Triple matrix
(from the Manager level)
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BONUSES AND COMMISSIONS
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10 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY WITH LAB ONE

RETAIL BONUS1 COMPENSATORY BONUS6

CASH BACK2 DYNAMIC BONUS7

NEW BUSINESS BONUS3 MENTORING BONUS8

GENERATION BONUS4 GLOBAL BONUS9

MANAGEMENT BONUS5 AUTOPROGRAM BONUS10

As a LAB ONE Partner, you earn among others on products you buy with high 
discounts from 30 to 40%. As a result, you have the opportunity to sell them to 
your acquaintances and customers for list prices, earning on it up to 40% profit 
margin. The same profit margin is credited to you for each purchase made by 
Retail Customers in your online store.

Moreover, you earn on each purchase made by Retail Customers, Premium 
Clients and Partners, who are in your direct referral line. For your own 
purchases as well as orders placed by your directly recommended Clients and 
for purchases of Partners from your Generation I, you receive Cash Back.

RETAIL BONUS and CASH BACK

From each purchase of a Retail Customer you receive up to 40% profit 
margin, so-called Retail Bonus and 10% Cash Back.

From a personal purchase and a purchase of each directly referred 
Premium Client or Partner, you receive 10% Cash Back.

1

2

IMPORTANT!

Retail Bonus is calculated based on product net value.
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You get up to 40% profit margin for each Retail Customer’s purchase, who 
buys LAB ONE products at list prices, i.e. Retail Bonus.

You get 10% of Cash Back for:

     your personal orders,
     Retail Customer’s purchases,
     orders of your directly recommended Premium Clients,
     orders of Partners of your Generation I.

To sum up:

Example: Your acquaintance bought in your online store a day cream No1 
Hydration for € 93.
Your partner price for this cream was € 56 gross.

How is Retail Bonus for this purchase credited?
Net list price – net partner price = Retail Bonus € 75,60 net (€ 93 gross) – 
€ 45,53 net (€ 56 gross) = € 30,07 – that is the amount of the Retail Bonus for 
this order; hence the amount collected on your account is 30,07 PV.

How is Cash Back for this purchase credited?
Day cream No1 Hydration has a value of 175 PV.
175 PV *10% = 17,5 PV – that is the amount of Cash Back for this order.

For your acquaintance’s purchase, who had bought the product in your 
online store, you received in total 47,57 PV

Note that your commission from a Premium Client is admittedly lower than 
from a Retail Customer, but it is a person, who is in your Generation 0 as well, 
and his every Client is in your Generation 0 too, thus your Personal Turnover, 
which is credited to the Point Turnover of Your Structure, increases.
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NEW BUSINESS BONUS

What is it?

New Business Bonus is a special form of extra gratification credited to you as 
LAB ONE Partner for inviting a new person.

What should you know?

New Business Bonus is a one-time commission for introducing a new 
Partner.

In order to become a LAB ONE Partner, a new person needs to make the 
initial purchase of one of two Starter Packages.

For each person introduced to the business, who has purchased a Starter 
Package, you get one-time bonus in the amount of:

100 PV for introducing a Partner, who selected the STANDARD PACKAGE
200 PV for introducing a Partner, who selected the BUSINESS PACKAGE
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What should you know?

Depending on leader position achieved, you your profit is calculated and 
credited as percentage of a given Generation Point Turnover. 

Purchases of Premium Clients and Retail Customers are included into the 
Point Turnover.

The condition to profit from a Generation is to have a Pay Rank, depending 
on generated Point Turnover. 

As a Team Partner you receive commission from four generations. Team 
Partner does not profit from Generation V.

Example: Let’s assume that in month X you are in Director position, and you 
have generated a group Point Turnover higher than 30 000 PV. In month X+1 
the Point Turnover of your group is barely 13 000 PV. Because of the Grace 
Period, in month X+1, despite not achieved Point Turnover, you still reach 
your Generation V. In month X+2, if your Point Turnover remains at the level of 
13 000 PV, your Grace Period ends and you will be awarded as a Team Partner, 
reaching Generation IV.

GENERATION BONUS

Associate

0

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

Monthly 
amount 
of PV in 

organisation

I Generation

II Generation

III Generation

IV Generation

V Generation

Partner

1 5
00

DirectorManager

30
 00

0

15
 00

0

Team
Partner

6 0
00

50
 00

0

75
 00

0

International
Director

National
Director

Regional
Director

10
0 0

00

Presidential
Director

15
0 0

00

50
0 0

00

1 5
00

 00
0

3 0
00

 00
0

General
Director

30
0 0

00

1 0
00

 00
0

2 0
00

 00
0

5 0
00

 00
0

Ambassador Ambassador 
*

Royal
Ambassador

Ambassador
***

Ambassador
**

Global
Ambassador
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Associate Partner DirectorManagerTeam
Partner

International
Director

National
Director

Regional
Director

Presidential
Director

General
Director

Ambassador Ambassador 
*

Royal
Ambassador

Ambassador
***

Ambassador
**

Global
Ambassador

MANAGEMENT BONUS – DOUBLE
AND TRIPLE TEAM BONUS

What is it?

Management Bonus is awarded to Partners with an appropriate management 
level. Depending on occupied position, you receive a bonus from so-called ‘open 
line of your structure’.

Management Bonus is a differential bonus, paid to infinity of your structure. 

Example: If you are a Regional Director, you are entitled to the Management 
Bonus in the amount of 9%. As a director, who builds and supports his own 
team, you supervise Leaders, who are entitled to the Management Bonus 
defined in the following table as well.   

Let’s assume that you, as a Regional Director (9%), supervise a Director (7%) 
and a Manager (4%). It means that you receive 2% of Point Turnover of the 
Director’s structure and 5% of the Manager’s structure, that is the difference 
between your bonus and your Leader’s bonus. 

Example: 

Example: 
Management Bonus

Assuming that you are a Regional Director, you are entitled to the 
Management Bonus in the amount of 9%. As a director, who builds and 
supports your team, you supervise Leaders, who are entitled to the 
Management Bonus defined in the following table as well.

9-7=2%
Regional Director receives 2% 
of the overall Point Turnover of 
his Director’s structure.

9-4=5%
Regional Director receives 5% 
of his Manager’s Point Turnover.

9-0=9%
Regional Director receives 9% 
of Point Turnover of your Team 
Partner’s structure.

7-4=3%
Director receives 3% 
of his Manager’s 
turnover.

Reg
ional

Director

Manager
Team
Partner

Manager

9%You

4%0%

4%

7%

7% 10% 12% 13% 13% 13%4% 9% 11% 13% 13% 13% 13%
% value based 
on Structure 

Point Turnover
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COMPENSATORY BONUS

Leaders, who achieved the Manager position, are entitled to the 
Compensatory Bonus. 

Compensatory Bonus is credited to you, if your Partner achieves the same 
or higher position than you. In accordance with principles of the Management 
Bonus, in that case you lose the right to receive it, because the Management 
Bonus is a differential bonus, in exchange for that you get another bonus 
– Compensatory Bonus. 

Compensatory Bonus is awarded to you in each month, when you and your 
Partner maintain the same leader post or your partner achieves higher 
position than yours. 

If your Partner does not maintain at least the same post as yours, you will 
receive a Management Bonus based on Point Turnover of his structure 
instead of a Compensatory Bonus. 

The Compensatory Bonus is calculated as a % of Point Turnover of your 
Partner’s Structure until encountering your another Partner in a vertical 
line, who is entitled to the Compensatory Bonus as well. 

Associate Partner DirectorManagerTeam
Partner

International
Director

National
Director

Regional
Director

Presidential
Director

General
Director

Ambassador Ambassador 
*

Royal
Ambassador

Ambassador
***

Ambassador
**

Global
Ambassador

2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%
% value based 
on Structure 

Point Turnover

Manager

Reg
ional

Director

Reg
ional

Director
You

2%Management
Bonus

Management
Bonus

Compensatory 
Bonus
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What is it?

Dynamic Bonus is a bonus for those, who built their business through providing 
support and help to their Partners.

DYNAMIC BONUS

Remember!

In order to receive the Dynamic Bonus, you have to meet the conditions 
concerning:

Attention!

Dynamic Bonus level depends on the Starter Kit, which you have bought at the 
registration in LAB ONE. 

Note that a Business Kit bought at the beginning of your LAB ONE career 
ensures twice as high bonus. In other words, purchase of a Standard Kit lowers 
your income twice.
 

Your Structure Point Turnover (remember about the rule of qualification to 
promotion, max. 60% of the turnover of the strongest ‘leg’).

Number of active, directly recommended Premium Clients and Partners.

Number and status of Partners of your Generation I.

Time, within witch the 1st, the 2nd and the 3rd condition should be met.

Recurrence of achieved results.

1

2

3

4

5
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Have 14 active, directly referred people (Partners and Premium Clients)

Among these 14 active, directly referred people, there should be: 
2 Managers and 1 Team Partner.

Monthly amount of PV for your Organisation is 50 000 PV.

1

2

3

Example I - Regional Director: Regional Director: Let’s assume that you currently 
hold post of a Director. What should you do to get a Dynamic Bonus for being pro-
moted to a Regional Director? 

You have 60 days, that is two full billing cycles from the moment of your 
promotion to a Director, to be promoted and get a Dynamic Bonus. In one of 
these two billing cycles, you should:

If you meet the conditions listed above, you will be entitled to the Dynamic Bonus 
in the amount of 2 500 PV, in case you have bought the Business Kit at the very 
beginning (in case of the Standard Kit, it will be only 1 250 PV).

Dynamic Bonus will be awarded to you, if you will repeat this result in the 
following billing cycle.

Partner

Team Partner

Manager

Director

Regional Director

National  Director

International Director

Presidential Director

General Director

Ambassador 

Ambassador *

Ambassador **

Ambassador ***

Royal Ambassador

Global Ambassador

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

19

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

1.500

6.000

15.000

30.000

50.000

75.000

100.000

150.000

300.000

500.000

1.000.000

1.500.000

2.000.000

3.000.000

5.000.000

90

30

30

60

60

60

60

90

120

No limits

No limits

No limits

No limits

No limits

No limits

-

-

1 for 2 months

1 for 2 months

1 for 2 months

1 for 2 months

1 for 2 months

1 for 3 months

5 for 10 months

5 for 12 months

5 for 12 months

5 for 12 months

5 for 12 months

7 for 18 months

10 for 24 months

150 PV

300 PV

600 PV

750 PV

1 250 PV

2 250 PV

3 500 PV

5 000 PV

300 PV

600 PV

1 200 PV

1 500 PV

2 500 PV

4 500 PV

7 000 PV

10 000 PV

0

2 Partner

2 Team Partner

1 Manager + 1 Team Partner

2 Manager + 1 Team Partner

3 Manager

1 Director + 2 Maneger

2 Director + 1 Manager

3 Director

Genereal Director + 2 Director

1 Ambasador

2 Ambasador

3 Ambasador

3 Ambasador

3 Ambasador

Number of active, 
directly referred 

Partners and 
Premium Clients.

Position
Your structure 
Point Turnover 

(PV)

Generation I Leaders
(minimal levels)

Number of days left to 
get promoted counted 

from the moment of the 
previous promotion

Recurrence (you 
should repeat your 
result at least …)

DYNAMIC Bonus 
STANDARD (for people, 

who purchased Standard 
Kit at registration)

DYNAMIC Bonus 
BUSINESS (for people, 

who purchased Business 
Kit at registration)

100 000 PV (paid in 5 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

150 000 PV (paid in 5 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

200 000 PV (paid in 5 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

300 000 PV (paid in 5 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

500 000 PV (paid in 7 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

1 000 000 PV (paid in 10 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

VIP LAB ONE CLUB

50 000 PV (paid for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)
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Remember!

You have 60 days to obtain the right to the bonus. We sum results from a single 
billing cycle, that is, if you will not meet conditions required to be promoted to 
Regional Director in the following month after being promoted to Director, you 
still have 30 days to achieve your goal and get the Dynamic Bonus. 

There will be 20 directly referred people (Partners and Premium Clients)

Including 3 people in at least Director position,

Your whole structure will yield a Point Turnover of at least 300 000 PV, you 
will be entitled to the Dynamic Bonus in the amount of 50 000 PV.

1

2

3

Example II – General Director: Let’s assume that you currently hold post of 
Presidential Director. If, within a single billing cycle:

Remember!

Starting from the General Director position, the value of the Dynamic Bonus 
is very high and settled in equal parts.

50 000 PV is divided into 5 equal parts. Each is awarded to you if the result 
is repeated.

Starting from this position, the Dynamic Bonus is awarded from the first 
month, when you got qualified (you get 1/5 of the whole Dynamic Bonus). 
You receive the following parts in months, when you repeat the result. 

You have 10 months to withdraw all parts of your Dynamic Bonus.

The bonus in the amount of 10 000 PV is awarded to you in each month, in 
which you fulfil the Point Turnover and meet other conditions.

If within 10 months from the moment when you became General Director, 
you repeated your results and met the requirements only 4 times, 1/5 of 
the whole Dynamic Bonus will be forfeited. 
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If, before you have collected all 5 part of the Dynamic Bonus for the 
General Director position, you get promoted to the Ambassador position, 
you automatically move to the income level proper to the Ambassador 
position. 

What happens, if you achieve higher rank before you 
withdraw the whole Dynamic Bonus?

Example: You have qualified to General Director in month X – you received 1/5 
of the Dynamic Bonus.

In month X+1 you repeated the result and got your bonus.
In month X+2 you did not make it and did not receive your bonus.
In month X+3 you repeated the result and got your bonus.
In month X+4 you became an Ambassador.

As a General Director you withdrew 3 parts of your bonus within 4 months (for 
X, X+1, X+3), you have still 2 parts left.

In month X+4 you were already an Ambassador and the payment was paid in 
accordance with your new post. 

You have 12 months to withdraw Dynamic Bonus as an Ambassador. 

The time, which passes until achieving the General Director position is 
X+4+12=16.

If, after X+16, you will not achieve further position, that is Ambassador*, in 
month X+17 you can receive another part of the General Director bonus, under 
condition that you achieve qualifications required from that level.
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Dynamic Bonus commissions does not add up, i.e. you cannot receive 
Dynamic Bonus twice for the same actions and activities at a time.

In case you immediately get promoted from the Director Position to the 
International Director position, you will be awarded a Dynamic Bonus for 
promotion to International Director.

You will not receive bonus for Regional Director – this level is omitted in 
promotion. 

Who can become a VIP CLUB member?

If you meet all conditions required to achieve Ambassador title, you automatically 
earn right to membership in elite LAB ONE VIP CLUB. 

DYNAMIC BONUS – what else
should you know?

DYNAMIC BONUS for VIP CLUB members

Members of the VIP CLUB have the right to receive Dynamic Bonus as well. 
From this very moment, you no longer have to expand your Generation I and 
you have unlimited time to achieve further levels from the moment of the last 
promotion required to withdraw your Dynamic Bonus.

In order to become a member of this elite club, 
you have to meet following conditions:

Maintain at least 20 active people among directly referred Clients and Partners,
Have an appropriate amount of people on certain leader positions in your 
Generation I,
Meet the condition of Point Turnover. 
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What else should you know?
As an Ambassador, Ambassador*, Ambassador ** or Ambassador ***, you 
have 12 months, within which the result should be repeated 5 times. The 
Dynamic Bonus will be awarded in months, in which the conditions have 
been met and it will amount to 1/5 of the whole bonus.

As a Royal Ambassador, you have 18 months, in which the result should be 
repeated 7 times. The Dynamic Bonus will be awarded in months, in which 
the conditions have been met and it will amount to 1/7 of the whole bonus.

As a Global Ambassador, you have 24 months, in which the result should 
be repeated 10 times. The Dynamic Bonus will be awarded in months, in 
which the conditions have been met and it will amount to 1/10 of the whole 
bonus.
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Ambassador 

Ambassador *

Ambassador **

Ambassador ***

Royal Ambassador

Global Ambassador

20

20

20

20

20

20

500.000

1.000.000

1.500.000

2.000.000

3.000.000

5.000.000

No limits

No limits

No limits

No limits

No limits

No limits

5 for 12 months

5 for 12 months

5 for 12 months

5 for 12 months

7 for 18 months

10 for 24 months

Genereal Director + 2 Director

1 Ambasador

2 Ambasador

3 Ambasador

3 Ambasador

3 Ambasador

100 000 zł (wypłacone w 5 ratach za miesiące, 
w których zrealizowałeś wymagany Obrót Punktowy)

150 000 zł (wypłacone w 5 ratach za miesiące, 
w których zrealizowałeś wymagany Obrót Punktowy)

200 000 zł (wypłacone w 5 ratach za miesiące, 
w których zrealizowałeś wymagany Obrót Punktowy)

300 000 zł (wypłacone w 5 ratach za miesiące, 
w których zrealizowałeś wymagany Obrót Punktowy)

500 000 zł (wypłacone w 7 ratach za miesiące, 
w których zrealizowałeś wymagany Obrót Punktowy)

1 000 000 zł (wypłacone w 10 ratach za miesiące, 
w których zrealizowałeś wymagany Obrót Punktowy)

VIP LAB ONE CLUB

It is important for us, so that you ‘duplicate’ yourself and support your Leaders, 
making them benefit from collaboration both with you and with LAB ONE. If you 
are a good Leader and you care about your associates’ development, we have 
a special bonus prepared for you, which will be awarded for promotion of your 
Generation I Leaders. 

What is Mentoring Bonus and how to get it?
Every time, when one of your Partners from the Generation I meets the 
conditions to be promoted to another position and gets the right to his or 
her Dynamic Bonus, you will receive a Mentoring Bonus for his or her 
promotion, which equals to 50% of the Dynamic Bonus of your Partner.

The condition to withdraw the Mentoring Bonus is your leader position. 
It means that in the billing cycle, when your Partner gets promoted, you 
have to hold the same or higher position than his.

MENTORING BONUS

Partner

Team Partner

Manager

Director

Regional Director

National  Director

International Director

Presidential Director

General Director

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

19

20

1.500

6.000

15.000

30.000

50.000

75.000

100.000

150.000

300.000

90

30

30

60

60

60

60

90

120

-

-

1 for 2 months

1 for 2 months

1 for 2 months

1 for 2 months

1 na 2 miesiące

1 na 3 miesiące

5 for 10 months

150 zł

300 zł

600 zł

750 zł

1 250 zł

2 250 zł

3 500 zł

5 000 zł

300 zł

600 zł

1 200 zł

1 500 zł

2 500 zł

4 500 zł

7 000 zł

10 000 zł

0

2 Partner

2 Team Partner

1 Manager + 1 Team Partner

2 Manager + 1 Team Partner

3 Manager

1 Director + 2 Maneger

2 Director + 1 Manager

3 Director

Number of active, 
directly referred 

Partners and 
Premium Clients.

Position
Your structure 
Point Turnover 

(PV)

Generation I Leaders
(minimal levels)

Number of days left to 
get promoted counted 

from the moment of the 
previous promotion

Recurrence (you 
should repeat your 
result at least …)

DYNAMIC Bonus
STANDARD (dla osób, 

które podczas rejestracji 
zakupiły Standard Pakiet)

DYNAMIC Bonus BIZNES 
(dla osób, które podczas

rejestracji zakupiły
Biznes Pakiet)

50 000 zł (wypłacone w 5 częściach w miesiącach, 
w których osiągnąłeś kwalifikacje na bonus)

150 PV

300 PV

600 PV

750 PV

1 250 PV

2 250 PV

3 500 PV

5 000 PV

300 PV

600 PV

1 200 PV

1 500 PV

2 500 PV

4 500 PV

7 000 PV

10 000 PV

DYNAMIC Bonus 
STANDARD (for people, 

who purchased Standard 
Kit at registration)

DYNAMIC Bonus 
BUSINESS (for people, 

who purchased Business 
Kit at registration)

50 000 PV (paid for months, 
in which you met required Point Turnover)

50%

100 000 PV (paid in 5 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

150 000 PV (paid in 5 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

200 000 PV (paid in 5 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

300 000 PV (paid in 5 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover))

500 000 PV (paid in 7 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)

1 000 000 PV (paid in 10 instalments for months,
in which you met required Point Turnover)
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If, within one month, 3 Partners from your Generation I get promoted, for 
each of these promotions you will be awarded a Mentoring Bonus in the 
amount of 50% of their Dynamic Bonus.

Do you remember that the amount of the Dynamic Bonus depends on the 
type of purchased Starter Kit? Now you know, how important it is, to pick 
the Business Kit at the very beginning. Hence, do not forget to advise your 
partners that purchasing this kit will yield them significantly higher profits 
than it is case of the Standard Kit.

Remember!

If your Partner holds the Global Director position or a higher one and his 
Dynamic Bonus is settled in instalments, your Mentoring Bonus will be paid in 
proportional instalments as well.

Your Mentoring Bonus is withdrawn always at the same time, when the 
Dynamic Bonus of your Partner is withdrawn.

Manager

Reg
ional

Director

Team
Partner

Associate

IN
TE

RNATIONAL

DIRECTOR
Nat

ional

Director

Partner

GE
NERAL

DIRECTO

R

PR

ESI
DENTIAL

DIRECTOR
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AmbassadorGeneral 
Director

3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%Global
Bonus

Ambassador 
*

Royal
Ambassador

Ambassador
***

Ambassador
**

Global
Ambassador

What is it?
The Global Bonus is an additional elite gratification for positions starting 
from General Director.

The Bonus consists in dividing the 3% pool of the global monthly Point 
Turnover of the whole company between Leaders qualified to the pool in 
this very billing cycle. Each Partner in at least Global Director position, 
participates in this pool proportionally to the Point Turnover of his whole 
Leader Structure, in relation to the sum of Point Turnovers of other 
qualified people’s Leaders Structures.

Qualification to the pool in a billing cycle applies according to the rank.

GLOBAL BONUS

3%
Acquire shares and make money!
Reaching the stars provides 
real profits!

Three percent (3%) of global multilevel 
turnover of LAB ONE will be divided 
between VIP members. 

This Bonus is an addition toall bonuses mentioned above.
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CAR PROGRAM with LAB ONE

Being a LAB ONE VIP CLUB member, you get from us
8 000 PV gross each month for your leasing instalment.

The Car Program has been created not only for the sake of LAB ONE Partners, 
who achieved high career positions, but also those, who have just started their 
cooperation with LAB ONE. If you do not need a new car and you do not want 
to take the risk of leasing or credit, it is enough that your car is not older than 
8 years and you meet the conditions to get the bonus supporting your business 
from the very beginning. We understand that in order to develop the business, 
you have to travel and this is connected with various expenses, e.g. fuel. That is 
why we co-finance the car you drive. You can get extra cash for fuel by achieving 
the second position in the Marketing Plan, which is Team Partner. 

If you want to drive a new car, we give you such an opportunity starting with 
the Director position. You will get from us the support in the form of co-funding 
a car.
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In order to be able to benefit from the Car Program and get co-funding, two 
essential conditions should be met:

Qualification to the CAR PROGRAM with LAB ONE

Fulfil a proper Point Turnover level of your Leader Structure, calculated on 
the basis of matrix structures.

One branch constructed by a person from your personal recommendation 
line should fulfil appropriate Point Turnover.

1

2

Team Partner

Manager

Director

Regional Director

National Director

International Director

General Director

Presidential Director

Ambassador and each 
higher position

200 PV - Additional
payment for fuel

380 PV - Additional
payment for fuel

615 PV - Additional payment 
for fuel or extra charge for 

lease

1230 PV -  Extra charge
for lease

1845 PV - Extra charge
for lease

2460 PV - Extra charge
for lease

5535 PV- Extra charge
for lease

3690 PV- Extra charge
for lease

8000 PV - Extra charge
for lease

6 000 PV

15 000 PV

30 000 PV

50 000 PV

75 000 PV

100 000 PV

300 000 PV

150 000 PV

500 000 PV

€ 6 250

€ 12 500

€ 15 000

€ 22 500

€ 46 250

€ 30 000

€ 62 500

max 8 years

max 8 years

max 8 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

One branch of the structure with min. 3 000 PV built by a 
Partner from your personal recommendation line.

One branch of the structure with min. 6 000 PV built by a 
Partner from your personal recommendation line.

One branch of the structure with min. 12 000 PV built by 
a Partner from your personal recommendation line.

One branch of the structure with min. 20 000 PV built by 
a Partner from your personal recommendation line.

One branch of the structure with min. 30 000 PV built by 
a Partner from your personal recommendation line.

One branch of the structure with min. 40 000 PV built by 
a Partner from your personal recommendation line.

One branch of the structure with min. 90 000 PV built by 
a Partner from your personal recommendation line.

One branch of the structure with min. 60 000 PV built by 
a Partner from your personal recommendation line.

One branch of the structure with min. 200 000 PV built 
by a Partner from your personal recommendation line.

Car Program extra
money (gross)Position

Point Turnover of Leader
Structure calculated in one 

billing cycle (PV)
Extra condition Minimum car value 

(gross)
Maximum

car age

CAR PROGRAM – what kind of car can you have?

If you meet requirements of the CAR PROGRAM and you want to get the leasing 
co-funding, you should purchase:
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Exclusively for LAB ONE Partners!
Letting us subsidise your car purchase allows you to 
receive from 18,5% to 26% discount on the purchase.

* Depending on model and configuration

A car no older than 8 years for the Director position or a car no older than 
2 years for Regional Director or higher position.

A car of a minimum value for a given position.

One of brands: FORD (Fiesta, Focus, Mondeo), 
AUDI (A3, A4, Q5, A6, A8), PORSCHE.

One of colours: white or black.

Minimum car value (gross)Position

€ 6 250

€ 12 500

€ 15 000

€ 22 500

€ 30 000

€ 46 250

€ 62 500

Director

Regional Director

National Director

International Director

Presidential Director

General Director

Ambassador and each higher position

Maximum car age

max 8 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

max 2 years

LAB ONE
will pay for the 
leasing of your

own car
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What else should you know 
about the Car Program?

If you are a Team Partner, Manager or Director, you can get Auto Bonus for 
a car you drive.

Being in these positions, you do not have to buy a car, since you will get 
extra money for fuel.

Your car cannot be older than 8 years.

You have to substantiate that you are the owner of the car (it should be 
registered in your name or in a name of a company, you are at least a 
co-owner of).

You are obliged to sign a document, which states that your car will be an 
advertisement of LAB ONE. You will get a sticker with the company logo 
and you will be asked to send us a photo of a car branded with LAB ONE logo.

You cannot get extra money if the car is not registered in your name or in 
the name of your company.

If you have achieved at least Regional Director position and you would like 
to obtain extra money appropriate to that level, you have to purchase a car 
in accordance to the conditions proper to your rank.

If you already have a car and you do not need to buy another one, the extra 
money you can get is the amount corresponding to the level of Director.

In case, after achieving e.g. the Regional Director position, you will decide 
to buy a car for min. € 12 500 gross and several months later you will 
achieve e.g. the International Director position, but you will not be going 
to purchase a more expensive car, you will receive extra money from the 
Regional Director level.

If you hold a post of e.g. General Director, but during the cooperation with 
LAB ONE you have not decided to buy a car, the maximum extra money 
corresponds to the Director level and amounts to 615 PV.
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If you have achieved e.g. International Director level and have bought a car 
for € 22 500 gross, you receive extra money for leasing in the amount of 
€ 615 gross. If you maintain the International Director position, you get the 
Auto Bonus steadily in the amount of 2460PV. Otherwise, if in one of the 
billing cycles you will not meet the requirements of the extra money for an 
International Director, and your turnover will drop to e.g. Regional Director, 
you will get lower amount from the level of Regional Director, which is 
1230 PV.

Extra money from the LAB ONE Car Program can be paid to you only if you 
meet the conditions mentioned above.
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BUSINESS POINT SOLUTION FOR
VIP LAB ONE CLUB MEMBERS

VIP
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What is it?

Business Point, i.e. Business Centre, is an opportunity to be in 4 places in the 
structure at the same time. It gives you a chance for further structure development 
and increases your income. An opportunity to possess extra Business Centres is 
awarded when the min. Ambassador* position is achieved.

Remember!

Higher income due to three
extra Business Centres.

BUSINESS POINT as a way
to increase your income

If you are qualified to be promoted to VIP in the Marketing Plan, you have 
the opportunity to possess 1, 2, 3 or 4 business positions.

At the moment of achieving the Ambassador* position in the structure, 
in which there already is an Ambassador, a Business Centre YOU 02 is 
opened for you. It means that one of the branches previously built by you 
is attached automatically to the Business Centre YOU 02. Then, you have 
a chance to build an extra source of income, whereas you have already 
created your 60% of the business. As a result, you have higher income in 
once created organisation.

PARTNER PARTNER PARTNER

PARTNER PARTNER PARTNERNEW
PARTNER

NEW
PARTNER

NEW
PARTNER

YOU 01 YOU 01

YOU 02 YOU 03 YOU 04
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How it works?

Reaching the Ambassador* level
Your first Business Centre is opened.

Reaching Ambassador** level
Your second Business Centre is opened.

Reaching Ambassador *** level
Your third Business Centre is opened.

Remember!

Business Centres are established automatically, when you achieve a given 
position. However, you do not have to build one, if you do not have such a need.

Example:

What should you know?

Each Business Centre is obliged to make its own shopping activity. 

You are in the Ambassador* position, your first Business Centre is estab-
lished, you first branch is attached to that Centre and the other two act as 
before.

You are in the Ambassador** position, your second Business Centre is 
established, you second branch is attached to that Centre and the third 
one acts as before.

You are in the Ambassador*** position, your third Business Centre is 
established, you third branch is attached to that Centre. Now all three 
branches are attached to your Business Centres and you can develop your 
business and receive significant income.

Business Point vs. Own Activity
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Example 1: if you have your own account and one Business Centre, you have to 
fulfil shopping activity for each position, that is 2 x 250 PV.

Example 2: If you have your own account and 3 business centres, you have to 
fulfil shopping activity for each position, that is 4 x 250 PV.

Do you remember that when entering LAB ONE business you had to 
choose one of two Starter Packages, which affected the value of several 
bonuses? 

Your Business Centres are counted in accordance with the same package as 
the main account. It means that if you have begun your cooperation with LAB 
ONE purchasing the Standard Package, each Centre is based on that Package 
and the value of bonuses is counted regarding that very package.

Being a LAB ONE Partner, you get an opportunity to receive extra money for a 
purchase of a car. If one car is not enough for you, no problem. Each Business 
Centre is a position in the matrix, which means, that you can have up to 4 cars.

In case of the Car Program, to all Business Centres the same conditions as 
to the main position are applied, that is: 

Business Point vs. Starter Package

Business Point vs. Car Program

Each car has to be registered in your name.

Cars have to be of appropriate value.

Cars have to have minimum age.

Each Centre has to meet specified conditions.

1

3

2

4
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As a LAB ONE Partner, you exchange
the points collected on your account

for real money. 

If you want to withdraw accumulated money, 
you can do it in a convenient way:

WITHDRAW YOUR MONEY

How to withdraw the money?

If you run a company:

If you do not run a company and pay taxes as an individual:

Issue an invoice to LAB ONE for the amount due to the value of the 
payment for a given billing cycle (value of commission points = net 
amount)

Exchange all of your commission points for a shopping discount, where 
1 PV = € 0,2 of gross discount, yet the discount value cannot exceed 90% of 
a placed order.

to withdraw1PV € 0,2



Now you learned the principles of cooperation and 
you now that LAB ONE will provide you with unlimited 

opportunities. To profit from it, join us today!

Make the first step on your
road to success: 

Enter

www.lab1.com
And sign up

We wish you success!
LAB ONE team



LAB ONE SP. Z O.O.
Warszawska 62, Wielogóra

26-660 Jedlińsk
(+48) 22 18 81 914

info@lab1.com

www.lab1.com


